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PRE-EVENT:

PREPARATION FOR

THE EVENT:

DAY OF EVENT:

TIME OF 

PRESENTATION:

SLIDE ONE:

LEE:

ARTISTS’ TO AGREE TO PRESENT A THIRTY MINUTE

PERFORMANCE LECTURE AT AN EVENT CONCERNED WITH

DOCUMENTING PERFORMANCE. ARTISTS TO INSTRUCT

THE ORGANISER OF THE CONFERENCE TO TIMETABLE

THE PERFORMANCE LECTURE TO BE THE FIRST SLOT IN

A PANEL OF SPEAKERS. THIS IS SO THE ARTISTS CAN

PLACE MATERIAL ON SEATS PRIOR TO VISITORS

ARRIVAL.

THE TWO ARTISTS TO DEVISE A FIVE MINUTE

PRESENTATION ON HOW THEY USE DOCUMENTATION IN

THEIR INDIVIDUAL PRACTICES.  

ARTISTS TO PLACE IN A SUITCASE: THIRTY

CONTRACTS (SEE END OF SCRIPT), ONE LAPTOP

CONTAINING THREE POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS, TWO

COPIES OF THIS SCRIPT.

ARTISTS TO SET UP PRESENTATION ROOM: TO LEAVE

COPIES OF CONTRACTS ON VISITORS’ SEATS, TO SET

UP THEIR INDIVIDUAL POWER POINT PRESENTATIONS.

CLAIRE SWITCHES ON SLIDE ONE

BAD DOCUMENT TITLE SLIDE WITH EMAIL CONTACTS

Hello, this afternoon myself and Claire are

going to start by giving  presentations 

about specific components within our

individual practice which will last five

minutes each, mainly focusing on our

individual usage of the document. Then we

will disseminate a collaborative artwork

for fifteen minutes. 

We are happy to send you our references if

you would like to contact us via email.

LEE PRESENTS POWERPOINT ONE: A FIVE MINUTE

PAPER ON HIS USAGE OF THE DOCUMENT. 

CLAIRE PRESENTS POWERPOINT TWO: A FIVE MINUTE

PAPER ON HER USAGE OF THE DOCUMENT.



Lee Campbell 

Sweet FA : The factual analysis and other forms of visual document as artworks and hecklers.

Can the document be used in such a way as to prise open the mechanics of the phenomenological 
relationships that people have with one another in terms of social  conviviality whereby the document is 

constituted as an antagonist, as a heckler?

Philosophies regarding its reproduction position performance as one of the best polemic texts. Supporters 
rally around Peggy Phelan’s infamous insistence that it is representation beyond reproduction (Phelan, 1993) 

whilst challenged by dissensual mobs in favour of Philip Auslander’s condemnation of Phelan’s ideology as 
unrealistic in a ‘mediatised culture’ (Auslander, 1999) . My usage of performance as a tool and its capacity 

for antagonism is a bid to unsettle Nicolas Bourriaud’s notorious ‘relational  aesthetics’, a term invented to 
umbrella a mode of contemporary art practice which excludes dissensus, resistance and confrontation in 

favour of consensus, compliance and ‘happy’ convivial social encounters. This I strongly discount as flawed; 
social exchanges always contain a degree of antagonism. Beyond an artistic  usage of the document, as part 

of my exploration, I have considered the usage of the document in regards to a secondary audience within 
the phenomenon of happy slapping in which the recording of a prank attack on  an unsuspecting victim is 

instantaneously distributed online and/or via mobile phone video messaging. Does this then make the 
secondary audience criminals? 

The struggle to produce witnesses rather than spectators is present everywhere in the 

contemporary performance scene.. in very different ways, an invitation to be here and now, 
to feel exactly what it is to be in this place in this time (Etchells 1999:17)

How then does the act of witnessing rather than spectating as opposed to mere viewing or glancing effect 

how an event is recollected through document if as Etchells suggests, the act of witnessing distinguishes 
itself in terms of location ‘here’  and time ‘now’ as a heightened embodied experience that puts all  our senses 

under arrest? Constituting performance protagonists and audience members alike as witnesses and the 
documents that emerge from the event as witness statements, in 2011 I aimed to map out a politics of form 

with regards to performance documentation  by setting up a dialogue between Etchells’ desire for witnesses 
and Auslander’s dismissal of painting, drawing and writing as these in his words ‘transform’ the performance.



        

In this research experiment, an intentional antagonism on my part as the work’s protagonist towards the 
audience by denying them seeing something I could see which I would reveal through a set of paintings was 

diffused by the presence of laughter which I had not predicted. This laughter was possibly generated as not 
only a reaction to the bodily comedy taking place behind the black screen  but also  what  I constitute as 

‘over-documenting’



Constituting the drawing as both an artwork and document, this collaboration referred to the act of drawing 
and the act of marking as gestures of hospitality, reflective of host/guest ‘reciprocity’. The offering of a mark 

was an invitation to accept or erase it, though the ghost of the mark is always visible. Accepting a mark 
displayed conviviality, rejecting it produced antagonism reflected in moments of awkward silence and 

outbursts of nervous laughter. On Your Marks denoting competition made visible the politics between artists 
claiming territories and marking personal boundaries with the ultimate goal of coming out on top.

What are the theoretical  considerations and practical realities of writing a factual analysis as a document of 

live performance work which becomes an artwork in its own right?



Recalling his work Shoot of 1971, artist Chris Burden states;  

“At 7:45 PM I was shot in the left arm by a friend. The bullet was a copper jacket 22 long 
rifle. My friend was standing about fifteen feet from meʼ 
Chris Burden, Chris Burden 71-73 (Los Angeles: Chris Burden, 1974) 24

Burden’s own description is almost neutral in tone...With its calm emphasis on technical 
details - time, caliber of gun, distance from the shooter - Burden’s account reads more like a 
police report than an account of what form most people would be a shocking and traumatic 
event. Any critic looking to explain the performance through recourse to intentionally or 
psycho biographical information from the artist would gain little insight from Burden’s tight-
lipped statement (O’Dell:1998:1) 

Dodgy memory, delayed response and indeed falsification rendering the document a pack of lies to save the 

statement giver’s or somebody else’s skin, my current usage of the factual analysis in the style of a Chris 
Burden police report is not only pragmatic, capitalising on the insecurity and  reliability of the factual analysis 

as a document of  ultimately unstable facts, done in a manner which is tongue-in-cheek, it has become more 
than a method to write-up performance-based research but has become the  format I intend on using to write 

my entire PhD thesis as a heckle to traditional academic prescriptions of thesis submission. 



For video documentation played throughout the presentation see:
'Painting The Performance' at The Centre for Creative Collaboration January 2011

http://youtu.be/-6RP45yRobE
‘On Your Marks’ at Parfitt Gallery, Croydon, July 2011

http://www.parfittgallery.croydon.ac.uk/exhibitions/past/onyourmarks/

References:

Auslander, Philip (1999) Liveness: Performance in a Mediatised Culture.London: Routledge

Etchells, Tim (1999) ‘On Performance Writing’ in Tim Etchells (ed.) Certain Fragments. London: Routledge. 

Phelan, Peggy (1993) Unmarked: the politics of performance. London:Routledge. 

O'Dell, Kathy (1998) Contract with the skin: masochism, performance art and the 1970s. London: University 
of Minnesota Press. 

http://youtu.be/-6RP45yRobE
http://youtu.be/-6RP45yRobE
http://www.parfittgallery.croydon.ac.uk/exhibitions/past/onyourmarks/
http://www.parfittgallery.croydon.ac.uk/exhibitions/past/onyourmarks/


Claire Makhlouf Carter   

Note to Reader 

This slide presentation is five minutes long. To view the slide click on the link:   
 

http://flic.kr/s/aHsjFwecEV	  

 

SLIDE 1  (25 second clip from scrolling documentation) 

As part of my practice I disseminate scripts and other documents such as redacted 

emails, contracts and job adverts. These documents are produced to articulate and 

expose other narratives within the work. A secondary audience is privy to clandestine 

methods and can access other formats of work providing an extended overview of the 

work that is not apparent in the actual performance events.  

I also utilise snapshots to generate accelerated slideshows and scrolling 

documentation. The accelerated slideshows are constructed without edits to the roll of 

photographs. 

 

SLIDE 2  (38 second accelerated slide Show) 

This is exampled in an accelerated slideshow of DEMO WALWORTH ROAD directed 

and managed by Simon Bedwell.  

Simon Bedwell has given permission for this documentation to be shown. 

 

SLIDE 3   (screen shot of keynote slide) 

I often employ documentation as integral to the performance event.  I will evidence 

this by focusing on the documentation produced in my Viva examination at the Royal 

College of Art. 

The title of my PhD project ‘Does She Stink?’ refers to an interview between Cosey 

Fanni Tutti and Maria Frusco talking about linguistic hardcore.  



	  

I utilise the structure of artist’s talks and seminars as sites for artwork. To keep in with 

my methods and ideas of exploring the problematics of documenting performance 

events, I employed a temporary worker to perform for the duration of the viva.  

 

SLIDE 4    (screen shot of keynote slide) 

Having critically reflected on the essential methods in my work, which stem from 

particular genres such as delegated performance and institutional critique it became 

unthinkable for me to treat the PhD viva as simply an exam and not register, question 

and present the interactions on which the exam relies. To cite Andrea Fraser ‘ every 

time we speak of the institution as not us we disavow our role in the creation and 

perpetuation of its conditions’i.  

(However this poses the question of who the ‘we’ is in Fraser’s statement)  

 

SLIDE 5  (screen shot of keynote slide) 

I researched the rules and regulations set out in the administration of the viva exam. 

From this position I initiated processes and procedures to resolve the problems of 

gaining permissions for a temporary worker to attend and witness the viva - which is 

usually a closed form. 

My studio work takes the form of delegated performance. The academic form lays out 

the institutions notion of academic competency and in doing so presumes a shared 

agenda with the artist.  I regard this as reinforcing writing as a stable neutral form 

rather than acknowledging it as a destablising one. (Endlessly open to interpretation) 

as is practice. 

 

SLIDE 6   (J. PEG of polygraph letter) 

So for these reasons I decided to integrate the procedure of a polygraph examination 

into the Viva to test the elasticity of both institutions where regulations do not permit 

outside witnesses.  

 

 



	  

SLIDE 7    (J.PEG of polygraph chart) 

The polygraph charts mapping my physiological responses were added to the thesis as 

part of an addendum.   

Here is a chart of my breathing rate, pulse, blood pressure and perspiration deviations 

and muscle tension recorded during the Viva as a live document.   

 

SLIDE 8    (J.PEG of polygraph chart) 

The chart spans 61 pages, which equates to more than 12 metres long, providing a live 

document of the viva exam. 

 

SLIDE 9     (J.PEG of control questions) 

During a polygraph exam the Forensic Psycho physiologist asks both irrelevant and 

relevant questions that are actually the ones the examiner is really interested in. 

The addendum is an attempt to provide a form of knowledge for a secondary audience. 

It also functions to make methods of other performances cited in the thesis transparent.  

 

SLIDE 10    (J.PEG of relevant questions) 

Here you can see a list of questions relating to previous performance events where I 

respond truthfully. 

The performance’s extension throughout the Viva posed the question ‘How can the 

structure of the viva exam retain its discipline yet be elastic enough to embrace 

idiosyncratic fine art practices?   

The outcome resulted in the institution critiquing its own governance by becoming 

adaptive to new forms and also promoted the viva from a presupposed conclusion to a 

live document. The document produced is inseparable from the performance and 

therefore is both artwork and a document.   

 

 



	  

SLIDE 11   (70 second clip from scrolling documentation) 

The performative methods employed during my Viva produced a situation where I was 

unable to move my body to present documentation. The accelerated slide shows and 

scrolling documentation formats came from initial experiments to resolve the problem 

of how to create a slideshow without operating equipment or being able to see the 

slides. 

This scrolling documentation is from my research show. In the Private View my twin 

is presenting for me and I am in disguise running a cloakroom, which I am using as a 

base of operations to orchestrate a sniffer dog to track down fear pheromones.  

The audio is picking up the sound of me rehearsing the talk. 

 

SLIDE 12    (17 second accelerated slideshow) 

This documentation of the same research show evidences the expanded form where the 

actual beginning and conclusion of the work stretching beyond the advertised show are 

acknowledged as part of the performance event. 

	  

	  

	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

i	   Fraser, Andrea. (Sept 2005). From the Critique of Institutions to an Institution of 
Critique, Artforum, New York, Vol.44, Iss.1; pg.278, 8 pgs,  
Moving from a substantive understanding of the institution as a specific place, 
organisations and individuals, to a social field where the question of what is inside and 
outside the institution becomes much more complex. 

 
	  



SLIDE TWO

CLAIRE:

LEE:

CLAIRE SWITCHES ON SLIDE TWO

SECTION 5 OF CONTRACT

(SECTION 5. DISSEMINATION

This contract herewith is to be made public to

the audience after Speakers presentation of the

fore mentioned event. One copy of the contract

is to be made available to each audience member

on request. This contract provides a document

of the event and a piece of art-work. If an

audience member wishes to retain a copy of the

contract they must request it from either party

and sign two copies. Both parties must ensure

any unclaimed or left over contracts are

destroyed. Both parties agree to write a

factual analysis and attend a debriefing

meeting within six weeks of the forementioned

event).

When Lee asked me to give a joint paper

with him at a research based colloquium at

central school of speech and drama, I

responded by issuing him with a

participation contract.

In Section 5, the contract states that both

parties agree to write a factual analysis

of the collaboration. Myself and Lee will

now present a mashed-up version of the

factual analyses that we compiled.

Lee produces a half hour presentation on

‘slapsticking and slipping’.

the paper develops finally focusing on the

role of the heckler. The contract is

modified so it refers to a  speaker (Lee)

and a heckler (Claire).  Speaker refuses to

divulge the exact contents of his paper to

Heckler.  Speaker and Heckler agree to keep

the contract confidential to the visitors

and organisers until after Speaker has

delivered his presentation at which point

the contract can be discussed. 

Scene 1:

‘Costa Coffee’, Victoria Rail Station,

London, UK.



LEE (CONT.):

CLAIRE:

I. I meet Claire Carter at the Costa 

Coffee food and drinks outlet in the 

morning of 17th January, 2013.

II. Carter presents me with a contract and 

I sign two copies.

III. I perform one of my obligations as 

stated in the contract; I buy Carter a 

caffe latte drink and I pay for this 

using my Visa credit card. 

IV. Carter photographs events comprising 

the transaction with a digital camera. 

These include the typing in of my PIN 

number into the credit card handheld 

device.

V. Myself and Carter travel to Central 

School of Speech and Drama, London 

using the London Underground transport 

system. 

Scene 2: 

‘Cafe Refectory', Central School Of Speech

And Drama, Swiss Cottage, London. 

I. Myself and Carter go to the refectory. 

Carter eats chips and a drink. I eat 

four fish fingers, baked beans and 

chips followed by rhubarb crumble 

served with custard. I do not drink 

anything.

13:45

Heckler leaves her lunch and goes to the

toilet by reception.

Heckler meets the plant (Rachel) in the

toilets as scheduled. Heckler hands the

plant an envelope containing £130.00, a

twenty pound note and two tickets for the

colloquium. Heckler instructs plant to hand

over the envelope and one ticket to the

Security Guard. The twenty pound note is the

plant’s fee and the second ticket is for the



CLAIRE (CONT.):

LEE:

plant. Heckler rejoins speaker for lunch.

Scene 3:

Outside Forecourt Of CSSD Students Union

Bar. 

I. Myself and Carter go outside and each 

smoke a rolled-up cigarette. Carter 

supplie these. The time is now 

approximately 13:45.

LEE SWITCHES TO SLIDE THREE 

Diagram From Campbell’s Factual Analysis

Scene 4:

Inside Room ‘Rr2’.

I. Myself and Carter enter the room via 

(D). It is a room with a structure that



LEE (CONT.):

CLAIRE:

LEE:

CLAIRE:

is comprised of rows of approx. 100 

purple flip up seats. There are black 

curtains on all of the walls (G) bar 

the wall in the direction that the 

seats are facing. This is a white 

painted wall which is used for 

projection purposes. 

II. Myself and Carter enter the 

presentation space (H) and check that I

have the correct technical support for 

me to be able to present images during 

my paper. We are successful. We then 

sit down. I seat myself one row in 

front of Carter and three seats to her 

right (L) Carter sits at the end of her

row; Carter takes an aisle seat (J). 

III. Members of the audience arrive and the 

presentations begin. There are three 

presentations in total. 

Security Guard instructed to enter building

and to go to the café by reception.

Shaun May gives the second presentation

14:52

Text Message (Security Guard To Heckler):

Hi - i’m 3 miles from the college and i’ve

only moved 300 yards in the last 25 mins. i

left plenty of time as i know how busy

london is but i think there has been an

accident. i’ll be as quick as i can. i’m

very sorry.’

14:53

Text Message (Heckler To  Security Guard):

Do you think you will make it by 13:30?

Please text me  if you don’t make this time.

Claire. 

The Heckler shows the texts to friend

(Katrina). Heckler and Friend proceed to

write notes. Friend offers her help.

Note (Heckler To Friend):



CLAIRE (CONT.):

LEE:

CLAIRE:

LEE:

Can you follow Rachel out? She will leave at

15.31. Ask Rachel (plant) if she is happy to

take on the role of security guard? She has

the script. If she is willing please

instruct Rachel to be stern, not to smile

and to make sure Lee leaves his paper on the

table. if not possible text me. Thanks.

14:58

Text Message (Heckler To Plant):

Security Guard is running late and Katrina

Palmer will follow you out and explain what

to do. 

15:25

Text Message (Security Guard To Heckler):

I’m here

VI. I leave my seat (L) and enter the 

presentation space (H) and I introduce 

my paper. Before this I had handed 

Carter’s digital camera to one of the 

organisers for her to take photographs 

of the third presentation whenever she 

wants to. 

VII. I begin to read my paper. There is no 

introduction to this by the chair of 

the event, Jon Davison, which myself 

and Carter had requested to happen. My 

spectacles repeatedly slip at one side 

and I correct this fault. This is 

caused by my intermittent looking over 

the top of my paper towards Carter who 

has a pen and a notebook in her hand. 

She is sitting next to her friend 

Katrina Palmer (K) who I had been 

introduced to prior this event.

15:31

Plant walks out and sets timer for eight

minutes.

VIII. After 2 minutes,I am waiting for 

Carter to heckle me. 



LEE (CONT.):

CLAIRE:

LEE:

IX. After 5 minutes, I am still waiting for

Carter to heckle me. I think to myself 

“please can you hurry up and do it 

Carter”.

X. After what I believe to be around ten 

minutes, Security Guard walks into the 

room via the side entrance door (D). He

is approximately 6ft 2” tall and weighs

approximately 18 stone. His stomach 

size is disproportionate to the rest of

his body. He has short black hair and 

dark eyes. He is wearing black shoes, 

black trousers, and a white shirt. He 

says to me that I must come with him 

but I refuse and continue reading my 

paper. He puts one of his hands on one 

of my shoulders and says that I must 

come with him. He grabs my paper and 

puts it on the table in the 

presentation area (H)and escorts me out

of the room via door(D).

Heckler counts to ten. Heckler moves from

the tiered seating with notebook in hand and

goes to the stage area. Heckler rummages

through speaker’s notes

Scene 5: 

Public space outside Rooms RR1 and RR2 in

front of the disabled persons’ WC and

student locker area. 

I. Guard tells me to sit on the seat (C). 

I sit in the middle of the seat and he 

stands at one end, to my far left. He 

tells me not to speak. 

I ask Guard how long I must stay seated

here. He says “Not long”.

II. I say to myself “I’ll fucking kill her”

but am relieved that this action, the 

removal of my presence from the 

presentation room is what I believe to 

constitute Carter’s heckle. “How could 

she beat this” I say to myself. I am 



LEE(CONT.):

CLAIRE:

annoyed that I had spent time devising 

my paper which I may not have chance to

finish reading. I can could not stop 

smiling. I imagine what is happening 

inside the presentation room in my 

absence. Nobody has left the room. 

III. Guard looks at his mobile phone every 

10 seconds for a maximum of 5 times. 

IV. Charlie Fox, my friend, walks past me 

having entered the main entrance (A) 

with another person. I think to myself 

that Fox must constitute being part of 

Carter’s heckle. I remember introducing

Carter to Fox previously.

V. Fox looks bemused and asks me what I am

doing sitting outside. He expresses 

annoyance if he has missed my 

presentation. I am not allowed to speak

to him.

VI. After what seems to be 10 minutes, 

Guard tells me that I can go back into 

RR2. I attempt to enter via (D) but on 

my approach to (D), Guard tells me that

I must enter via (F). 

Heckler To Visitors:

I am meant to be giving a joint paper with

Lee. since he has been detained i’m going to

attempt to read the rest of his paper.

Heckler looks through speaker’s notes and

tries to find the last sentence spoken.

Speaker’s paper is scrawled with striked-out

words and is re-edited in an irregular

manner. Heckler sits at the table.

Heckler To Visitors:

I’m not sure at what point lee stopped

talking.



CLAIRE (CONT.):

LEE:

CLAIRE:

LEE: 

Heckler looks at the visitors in a hopeful

manner. 

Heckler reads from speaker’s paper repeating

the last words she heard speaker say.

Heckler attempts to change the slides but

struggles technically.

Heckler Mutters:

How do you move these slides forward?

Heckler fiddles for a bit, works it out but

moves backwards and forwards between the

slides.  She stutters reading complex words

that have not been rehearsed.  Heckler looks

to the audience for reassurance or

corrective pronunciations.

Scene 6:

Inside Room ‘Rr2’.

I. I enter RR2 via (F). I walk towards the

presentation area. Carter is sitting 

down at the presentation table. She is 

reading something but I am unsure what.

She looks panicked and flustered. She 

is possibly nervous at the sight of my 

presence. 

II. Carter is reading my paper. I look at 

my laptop screen to see at what point 

in the paper she is at. The screen 

displays the section of the contract 

that I intended on reading but Carter 

is not reading this. 

Speaker (To Visitors):

Where did she get to… she has messed up my

slides.

IV. I readdress the audience by saying that

I have been rudely interrupted and that

I shall continue to finish reading the 

paper.

V. I finish reading the paper. At the end 



LEE (CONT.):

CLAIRE:

LEE:

of finishing the paper, I make an 

announcement. I inform the audience 

that before I gave my paper to them 

today, I had signed a contract 

between myself and Carter who is 

sitting in the audience. I do no not 

identify Carter in the audience in 

person. I read Section 5 of the 

contract. 

Transcript From Audio Recording.

Audience Member 2:

Was ‘that’ a heckle or a performative

provocation for us to heckle? I didn’t

follow the break in the paper.

Me: 

The bit when the man [Security Guard] came

in?

Audience Member 2:

Yes.

Me:

Well I didn’t know what was going to happen,

I didn’t know anything in terms of what was

going to happen with heckling. I could’ve

been presenting anything today in terms of

content but this relationship.. this

contract  between the speaker and a heckler,

I was very unsure what was going to happen.

I’ve been sitting here thinking is the

heckler going to shout at me, what’s that

[the heckle] going to entail.

Carter identifies herself as the heckler. 

Carter: So Lee asked me to do a joint paper

and I responded with a contract....

Katrina (Nearing The End Of The Q&A

Session):

So its okay to heckle as long as it is not

too disruptive?

The organisers state that the time is up.

XII. No member of the audience requests a 



LEE (CONT.):

CLAIRE:

LEE:

CLAIRE:

contract from Carter.

Heckler(To Speaker):

I don’t care if no one liked it, if they

disapproved actually its a good thing it

means it worked. No one asked me any

questions - they seemed irritated.

Scene 8:

Ye Olde Swiss Cottage Pub, Next To Swiss

Cottage Underground Station.

II. I perform one of my obligations as 

stated in the contract; I buy Carter a 

pint of an alcoholic drink and I pay 

for this using my Visa credit card. I 

also buy myself a pint of cider which I

pay for in the same transaction. 

CLAIRE SWITCHES TO SLIDE THREE

Section 5 Of The Contract 

In Section 5 the contract states that if an

audience member wishes to retain a copy of

the contract they must request it from

either party and sign two copies. Both

parties must ensure any unclaimed or left

over contracts are destroyed.  At the

colloquium only two audience members

requested  and signed contracts, which means

we have a lot leftover to destroy. We want

your help with this. A contract has been

placed on your chair. Please find it and

destroy in front of us in any way you see

fit.

If you have any questions we are happy to

take them now. 

LEE AND CLAIRE BOTH DESTROY A COPY OF THE

CONTRACT.

END



	   1	  

This contract has been issued by CLAIRE MAKHLOUF CARTER in response to LEE CAMPBELLʼS 

request for a joint paper from CLAIRE MAKHLOUF CARTER.  CAMPBELLʼS shift of focus in his 

paper to that of the 'heckler' resulted in a slight reconfiguration of the same contract.  

PARTICIPATION CONTRACT 

The following shall constitute a contract of participation made on ___15 January 2013 _____, 

between CLAIRE MAKHLOUF CARTER herein referred to as HECKLER, and LEE CAMPBELL 

herein referred to as SPEAKER.  

SECTION 1. PARTICIPATION OF HECKLER 

HECKLER hereby engages to heckle at a presentation performed by SPEAKER at the colloquium to 

take place at London School of Speech and Drama, London NW3 3HY and SPEAKER hereby 

accepts such activity on the terms set forth in this contract.  

SECTION 2. TERMS OF PARTICIPATION 

The term of participation shall be on the day here specified: ___17th January 2013_______. 

SECTION 3. COMPENSATION 

In consideration of the Hecklerʼs services, Speaker agrees to provide the Heckler one cup of coffee 

and one pint of beer paid by Lee Campbell at the beginning and conclusion of the event. If the 

Speaker fails to present or is incapacitated from rendering the act through sickness or otherwise, the 

Heckler shall receive travel expenses as compensation. 

SECTION 4. DUTIES OF THE SPEAKER 

Speaker shall provide his services in a competent manner, and respond to the Hecklerʼs disrespect in 

a non-violent manner (the imposition of the heckle may include political or offensive behaviour 

including derisive, aggressive, comic, clever, sarcastic or abusive comments or actions, creating 

situations of awkwardness, loss of control or authority) and as long as Speaker fully performs his 

obligations hereunder, render services exclusively for the audience in which the heckler is part of 

during the term of this contract. 

SECTION 5. DISSEMINATION 

This contract herewith is to be made public to the audience after Speakers presentation of the fore 

mentioned event. One copy of the contract is to be made available to each audience member on 

request. This contract provides a document of the event and a piece of art-work. If an audience 

member wishes to retain a copy of the contract they must request it from either party and sign two 

copies. Both parties must ensure any unclaimed or left over contracts are destroyed. Both parties 

agree to write a factual analysis and attend a debriefing meeting within six weeks of the 

forementioned event. 
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SECTION 6. SALES OF CONTRACT  

The contract is not to be copied by either party or audience member, so as to restrict the artwork to a 

limited edition. The Heckler and Speaker will own one copy of the contract between them only. The 

Speaker and Heckler will retain the second copy of the audienceʼs contract which will be owned 

jointly. The Heckler and Speaker can disseminate a digital form of the contract for documentation and 

education purposes only, but must acknowledge the other party. The contract is not to be made 

available in digital form to any third party without consent of both parties. In no circumstances can the 

Heckler or Speaker release permission for a third party or themselves to make further hard copies of 

this contract.  

SECTION 7. DOCUMENTATION OF EVENT 

Where Speaker and Hecklerʼs work at the event is recorded, in whole or in part, Heckler and Speaker 

releases the host institution or audience member to use such recordings for its archives only. If 

Speaker and Hecklerʼs work at the event is recorded for other purposes, the host institution or 

audience member agrees to obtain an additional release from Heckler and Speaker prior to the use of 

any such documentation. 

SECTION 8. TERMINATION 

Either Heckler or Speaker may terminate this contract by giving the other party at least five (5) 

minutes verbal notice to be witnessed by a third party. This contract shall automatically terminate 

without further notice at the end of the term of participation as specified in SECTION 2. 

SECTION 9. INDEMNIFICATION 

Heckler is not required to indemnify Speaker against any loss or damage the said Speaker may suffer 

as a result of being engaged by Heckler. In witness whereof, the parties have executed this contract, the 

date and year first above written. 

 

Speaker  Heckler      Audience Member         

     

…………………….........                     …………………………  ………………………… 
Signature Signature    Signature 

 

Lee Campbell Claire Makhlouf Carter 

 

………………………… …………………………  ………………………… 
Print Print    Print 

     

………………………… …………………………  …………………………	  

Date	  
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